
Pattern file specification 
File formats:

Image size:

Resolution:

Color settings:

ICC color profile:

File information:

- TIFF  - LZW compression, NO Layers, NO alpha chanels

- SCALE 1:1 (file image size must be the same as print size)

- 300 dpi — for best optimal quality (maximum print resolution can be up to 1200 dpi)

- RGB  - 8 bit

- sRGB  IEC1966-2.1 (must be attached with the file)

- pat tern file must contain one cell of seamless repeating pattern

Report file:
- preview report file can be atteched as example of seamless duplicating method on the print roll
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Textile Digital Print
digital print on fabrics
sublimation | pigment | reactive

The Company shall not be held liable for typos, errors in graphics and texts in Client’s designs, in which there is no interference of the Company. The designs created by the Company have to be approved 
by the Client. After their acceptance the Company shall not bear any liability for their contents and quality. Colour visualisation of designs in electronic form depends mainly on calibration of the monitor,  
thus the final print on the basis of the chemically processed goods may or shall have different shades/tones in case of printing on other kind of material to which it is transferred. In such a case the Client 
accepts such state of visual perception and technical capabilities of the colour printing process on goods pursuant to the WYSWYG rule (what you see what you get).

Also, the Company shall not be held liable for occurrence of the chiaroscuro effect (stripping, lighter and/or darker lines of colour) as the large printing surfaces with single colour (so-called flat colours) 
bear significant risk of occurrence of chiaroscuro effects. The print is executed at the Client’s risk. The formation of the above-referred effect is a natural phenomenon in course of the digital printing with use  
of the reactive inks. Subject to complaint cannot also be the shrinkage of the material, which is a natural effect of the reactive digital printing process, where the material is subject to the steaming  
and washing processes, influencing the final length and weight of the material.




